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Abstract
We seek to characterise, in simple and unsophisticated terms, frame operators of Weyl–Heisenberg
frames. We succeed only partially, using the newly introduced concepts of window operators and tile ver-
tices. However, we are able to completely characterise the frame operator in each of two newly introduced
classes: window Weyl–Heisenberg frames (a special class of Weyl–Heisenberg frames) and generalised
Weyl–Heisenberg frames (a class more general than Weyl–Heisenberg frames).
© 2011 Elsevier Masson SAS. All rights reserved.
Résumé
Nous cherchons à caractériser, dans les termes simples, opérateurs des repères de Weyl–Heisenberg.
Nous succédons seulement partiellement, en utilisant les concepts, nouvellement introduits, des opérateurs
de fenètre et de vertices de tuile. Pourtant, nous pouvons caractériser complètement les opérateurs dans
chacune de deux classes nouvellement présentées : repères de fenètre Weyl–Heisenberg (une classe spéciale
de repères de Weyl–Heisenberg) et repères de généralisé Weyl–Heisenberg (une classe plus générale que
repères de Weyl–Heisenberg).
© 2011 Elsevier Masson SAS. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
The importance of the role of the theory of frames in modern signal processing and time
frequency analysis is now well established (see [2], for example). A central object in frame
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operators are the objects of attention in this study.
A particulary important class of frames in the context of signal processing and time frequency
analysis is the class of Weyl–Heisenberg or Gabor frames (repère de gaborettes in Yves Meyer’s
terminology). These frames are generated by translations and modulations of a single function
in the Hilbert space L2(Rn) consisting of signals of finite energy content. Observables of certain
physical processes can be viewed as operators on this Hilbert space. Each observable has its own
parameters which in turn determine the operator. The design of a frame corresponding to a given
positive, invertible operator or a frame based on the nature of the input signals have considerable
practical importance. In other words, it would be highly desirable to be able to construct frames
depending on the needs.
The investigations presented here have been propelled by the desire to answer the question:
which operators can arise as frame operators of Weyl–Heisenberg frames? Gabor frame opera-
tors have received a lot of attention in the literature. For example, there is the famous Janssen
representation (see [1,2]), the connections with noncommutative tori, etc. (E.g. (i) a Gabor frame
operator is a positive operator in a noncommutative torus, and (ii) every positive operator in cer-
tain noncommutative tori is a finite sum of Gabor frame operators. We are indebted to Professor
Gröchenig for his personal communication in this regard.) But a simple treatment of the basic
question does not appear to be discussed anywhere. This is what is attempted here.
The corresponding question for abstract frames turns out to be simple: we observe that every
positive, invertible operator on a separable Hilbert space is the frame operator of a suitable frame
(Theorem 3.2).
The concept of a tile vertex is introduced in Section 4 to facilitate a discussion of Weyl–
Heisenberg frame operators in the following section. This concept could be of independent
interest. We begin the next section on Weyl–Heisenberg frames in L2(R) by noting that an invert-
ible, positive operator on L2(R) is not necessarily the frame operator of any Weyl–Heisenberg
frame. Then a sufficient condition for a positive, invertible operator on L2(R) to be the frame
operator of a Weyl–Heisenberg frame operator is obtained. A special subclass, window Weyl–
Heisenberg frames, is considered next. Unlike arbitrary Weyl–Heisenberg frames, we have a
complete chracterisation in this special case: the corresponding frame operators are precisely
those operators that are unitarily equivalent to certain multiplication operators on L2(R) that we
call window operators.
On L2 spaces on separable measure spaces, two classes of operators called generalised trans-
lations and generalised modulations are introduced in Section 6, the last section of the paper.
These lead to the concept of generalised Weyl–Heisenberg frames. The main result of this work
characterises such frame operators: these are precisely the operators which are unitarily equiv-
alent to generalised window operators, a class of operators that we define using generalised
translations and generalised modulations.
2. Preliminaries
For background material on frame theory and related topics, we refer to the monograph of
Christensen [1]. Discussions on Weyl–Heisenberg frames can also be found there. Here we recall
a few basic definitions and results that are required for our purposes.
A frame in a (necessarily separable) Hilbert space H is a countable family {uk} of vectors that
satisfy, for some constants 0 < α  β, the inequalities
α‖x‖2 
∑∣∣〈x,uk〉∣∣2  β‖x‖2 for every x ∈ H.
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have Riesz bases which are images of orthonormal bases under invertible operators; besides being
frames, these are also Schauder bases.
The analysis operator T : H → 2 is defined by T x = {〈x,uk〉} and the synthesis operator
is the adjoint T ∗ : 2 → H, T ∗({ck}) = ∑ ckuk. The frame operator is the positive operator
S = T ∗T : H → H and this has the representation Sx = ∑〈x,uk〉uk , x ∈ H. It is invertible
and, in fact, satisfies
√
αI  S 
√
βI . For normalised tight frames (that is, for frames with
α = β = 1), the frame operator is the identity operator.
Each w ∈ L∞(R), defines a multiplication operator Mw on L2(R) given by Mw(f ) = wf ,
f ∈ L2(R). (We use the same notation on any measure space.) For the special case of the ex-
ponential w(t) = exp(2πıbt), we write Mb,b ∈ R. The operators Mb are called modulation
operators. For a ∈ R we also have the translation operator Ta defined on functions f on R by
Taf (t) = f (t − a). Corresponding to each g ∈ L2(R) and each pair of real numbers a, b > 0 we
have a Weyl–Heisenberg system {MkbTmag: k,m ∈ Z}. If this collection is a frame, it is called
the Weyl–Heisenberg frame generated by the function g. Whether a Weyl–Heisenberg system is
a frame or not is, in general, a nontrivial issue and depends on the parameters a, b (actually only
on the product ab) and on the function g. For instance, when ab 1 there is always an associated
Weyl–Heisenberg frame, whereas when ab > 1 no g gives such a frame. (The first assertion is
easy; in fact, an easy choice is g = √bχ[0,a). In contrast, the second result is far from easy.) As
examples, we mention that χ[0, 12 ] does not generate a Weyl–Heisenberg frame if
1
2 < ab < 1 and
the Gaussian exp(−t2) generates such a frame if and only if ab < 1. Again, the first assertion is
not difficult whereas each part of the second assertion is deep.
3. Abstract frame operators
We begin by looking at abstract frames. It turns out that in this case our quest is easily brought
to a fruitful conclusion: every positive, invertible operator on a separable Hilbert space is the
frame operator of a suitable frame on the space. But, first, here is a simple lemma.
Lemma 3.1. If {uk} is a frame in the Hilbert space H with frame operator S and if V is a
bounded invertible operator on H then {V uk} is also a frame and has frame operator V SV ∗.
Proof. If
α‖x‖2 
∑∣∣〈x,uk〉∣∣2  β‖x‖2, x ∈ H,
then ∥∥V ∗−1∥∥−1α‖x‖2 ∑∣∣〈x,V uk〉∣∣2  ∥∥V ∗∥∥β‖x‖2.
Thus {V uk} is a frame. For x ∈ H,∑
〈x,V uk〉V uk = V
∑〈
V ∗x,uk
〉= V SV ∗x
and the assertion on the frame operator follows. 
Theorem 3.2. A bounded linear operator on a separable Hilbert space is a frame operator if and
only if it is positive and invertible.
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and invertible. To see the converse, let H be a separable Hilbert space and let A be a bounded
linear operator on H that is positive and invertible. Since A is positive, there is a bounded linear
positive invertible operator B on H such that A = B2, that is, B is the positive square root of A.
Choose an orthonormal basis {en} for H. Then {B(en)} is a Riesz basis for H. Since the frame
operator corresponding to an orthonormal basis is the identity operator, the frame operator of this
frame is, by Lemma 3.1, BIB = A. 
4. Tile vertices for a positive invertible operator
The following definition is introduced to facilitate the formulation of a simple sufficient con-
dition for an operator to be a Weyl–Heisenberg frame operator in the next section.
Definition 4.1. Let A be a positive, invertible bounded linear operator on L2(R). The framing
operator of A is the function FA : C →B(L2(R)) defined by FA(z) = TxAT−x + ıMyAM−y ,
z = x + ıy. We say that z is a tile vertex for A if FA(z/2) = FA(−z/2). Let GA denote the set of
all tile vertices of A: GA = {z ∈ C: FA(z/2) = FA(−z/2)}. We shall see below that it is a group
and we call it the tile vertex group of A.
The concept may be of independent interest and we make some simple general observations
on tile vertices in this section.
Remark 4.2. (i) Clearly 0 is a tile vertex of any A and FA(0) = (1 + ı)A.
(ii) A complex number z is a tile vertex for A if and only if any one (and hence each) of the
following is a tile vertex for A: −z, z¯,−z¯.
(iii) A complex number z = x + ıy is a tile vertex for A if and only if A commutes with each
of the operators Tx and My .
Examples 4.3. (i) If A = I is the identity operator, GI = R2.
(ii) For w ∈ L∞(R), let Mw denote the multiplication operator on L2(R) given by Mwf =
wf . Suppose Mw is a multiplication operator which is positive and invertible. If w is not periodic,
then Mw does not commute with any nontrivial translation and commutes with all multiplication
operators. Thus, in this case, GA is the imaginary axis {(0, y): y ∈ R}. If w is periodic with basic
period a > 0 then the translations that commute with Mw are precisely those of the form Tka for
k ∈ Z and so GA = aZ × R.
(iii) It is well known that a bounded linear operator A in B(L2(R)) commutes with all trans-
lations if and only if there is a ϕ ∈ L∞(R) such that Âf = ϕf̂ for all f ∈ L2(R) (see, for
instance, [3]). For such an A it is easy to see that M̂bAf = Tbϕ.Tbf̂ and ÂMbf = ϕ.Tbf̂
for f ∈ L2(R). Thus if A is positive and invertible and is such that ϕ is not periodic then
GA = R × (0) is the real axis.
(iv) Let ϕ be a positive, bounded function that is invertible in L∞(R) and is periodic with
basic period b and let A be the associated translation invariant operator on L2(R) as in (iii)
above. Then GA = R × bZ.
(v) Let A be as in (iv) above and let B = Mw be a positive invertible multiplication operator
with w periodic having basic period a. Then C = ABA is positive, invertible and GC is the
lattice aZ × bZ.
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nonperiodic and if C = ABA then GC = {(0,0)}.
Theorem 4.4. If A is an operator on L2(R) which is positive and invertible then GA = {z ∈ C:
FA(z) = (1 + ı)A} holds and GA is a closed additive subgroup of R2.
Proof. The asserted equality of sets follows from the fact that for z = x + ıy, each of the state-
ments z ∈ GA and FA(z) = (1+ ı)A is equivalent to the statement that both Tx and My commute
with A. As observed earlier, 0 ∈ GA. To see that GA is a subgroup of R2, suppose z = x + ıy,
ζ = ξ + ıη ∈ GA. Then TxAT−x + ıMyAM−y = FA(z) = FA(ζ ) = TξAT−ξ + ıMηAM−η . From
this we get, successively, that TxAT−x = TξAT−ξ , MyAM−y = MηAM−η, Tx−ξAT−(x−ξ) =
A = My−ηAM−(y−η), FA(z − ζ ) = (1 + ı)A. Thus z − ζ ∈ GA and GA is a subgroup. It is clear
that if (xn, yn) converges to (x, y) in R2 then Txn converges to Tx and Myn converges to My in
the strong operator topology of B(L2(R)) so that if each Txn and Myn commute with A then so
do Tx and My . Thus GA is closed. 
Remark 4.5. A−1 and
√
A have the same tile vertex group as A. More generally, GA = GB
for any positive invertible operator B of the form w(A) for an invertible, positive element w of
L∞(R) (which belongs to the commutant {A}′ of A in B(L2(R))).
5. Weyl–Heisenberg frame operators
In this section we start looking at Weyl–Heisenberg frames. We begin by observing that not all
invertible, positive operators on L2(R) are frame operators corresponding to a Weyl–Heisenberg
frame. For this purpose we record a simple observation as a lemma.
Lemma 5.1. A multiplication operator Mw on L2(R) commutes with a translation Ta if and only
if a ∈ R is a period of the function w, that is w(t + a) = w(t) for almost all t ∈ R.
Proof. We have MwTaf (t) = w(t)f (t − a) whereas TaMwf (t) = w(t − a)f (t − a) for f ∈
L2(R). 
Corollary 5.2. A positive, invertible operator on L2(R) need not be a Weyl–Heisenberg frame
operator.
Proof. Let w be a nonperiodic positive measurable function that is bounded and bounded away
from zero, say 0 < α w(t) β < ∞ for almost all t ∈ R. Then the multiplication operator Mw
is an operator of the required kind. For example, consider the function w which takes the value
1 on nonpositive reals and the value 2 on positive reals. 
The existence of a nonzero tile vertex is a necessary condition for an operator to be a Weyl–
Heisenberg frame operator.
Proposition 5.3. If S is a Weyl–Heisenberg frame operator, then GS = (0).
Proof. If S is the frame operator of {MkbTmag: m,k ∈ Z}, a Weyl–Heisenberg frame, then S
commutes with Ta and Mb and so ζ = a + ıb is a tile vertex of S. 
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odic, as in Example 4.5(ii), shows that GA can be nonzero without A being a Weyl–Heisenberg
frame operator. Note that the proof of Proposition 5.3 shows, in fact, that GS  {(x, y) ∈
R2: xy = 0}. So we have the natural question: Is any positive, invertible operator S on L2(R)
satisfying the condition GS  {(x, y) ∈ R2: xy = 0} necessarily a Weyl–Heisenberg frame oper-
ator?
Here is the promised sufficient condition for an operator to be a Weyl–Heisenberg frame
operator.
Proposition 5.5. If a positive, invertible operator A on L2(R) has a tile vertex ζ = a + ıb with
0 < ab < 1, then A is a Weyl–Heisenberg frame operator.
Proof. We may assume that ζ = a + ıb with a, b > 0. Since ab < 1 there is a g ∈ L2(R) such
that {MkbTmag: m,k ∈ Z} is a normalised tight frame. (In fact, as remarked earlier, we can take
g = √bχ[0,a).) Since A commutes with Tma and Mkb, so does
√
A and
{√AMkbTmag: m,k ∈ Z} = {MkbTma
√
Ag: m,k ∈ Z}
is a frame. If S is the frame operator of this Weyl–Heisenberg frame, then S = √AI√A = A. 
Remark 5.6. Let A = Mw be a window operator (see Definition 5.9 below) with w having basic
period 1. Then A is a Weyl–Heisenberg frame operator (see Theorem 5.12 below) and has tile
vertex group GA = Z × R (see Example 4.3(ii) above). Thus the converse of Proposition 5.5 is
not true.
The next result is just a simple observation, recorded here for convenience of reference.
Proposition 5.7. Let {MkbTmag: m,k ∈ Z} be a Weyl–Heisenberg frame with frame operator S.
Then V SV ∗ is the frame operator for the Weyl–Heisenberg frame {MkbTmaVg: m,k ∈ Z} for
any invertible V ∈ A′a,b , the commutant of the von Neumann algebra generated by Ta and Mb .
Proof. Since V commutes with Tma and Mkb, VMkbTmag = MkbTmaVg. The result now fol-
lows from Lemma 3.1. 
Proposition 5.8. A positive, invertible, multiplication operator Mw is a Weyl–Heisenberg frame
operator if and only if w is a periodic function which is positive and invertible in L∞(R).
Proof. If Mw is the frame operator of the Weyl–Heisenberg frame {MkbTmag: k,m ∈ Z} then
Mw commutes with Ta and so a is a period of Mw . Since Mw is positive and invertible, so is w
as an element of L∞(R).
Conversely, suppose w has period a and is positive and invertible in L∞(R). The last
two conditions imply that Mw is positive and invertible. Mw commutes with the transla-
tions Tma , m ∈ Z, by Lemma 5.2. Moreover Mw , being a multiplication operator, commutes
with the multiplication operators Mkb, k ∈ Z, for any b > 0. Let B be the positive square root
of Mw . (Actually, B is the multiplication operator M√w .) Then B also commutes with Tma
and Mkb. If b = a−1 and g =
√
bχ[0,a) then {MkbTmag: m,k ∈ Z} is an orthonormal basis
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frame operator is BIB = Mw and Mw is the frame operator of the Weyl–Heisenberg frame
{MkbTmaBg: m,k ∈ Z}. 
This leads us to the following definition.
Definition 5.9. A multiplication operator Mw on L2(R) is called a window operator (or a Weyl–
Heisenberg operator) if w is a periodic function which is positive and invertible in L∞(R), i.e.
w(t + a) = w(t) a.e. for some a > 0 and 0 < α  w(t)  β < ∞ for almost all t ∈ R and for
some 0 < α  β < ∞.
Lemma 5.10. A window operator is a positive, invertible operator on L2(R) and, with notation
as above, αI A βI .
Proof. As already pointed out, the statement that Mw is a positive, invertible operator is equiv-
alent to the statement w is positive and invertible in L∞(R). The inequalities 0 < α  w(t) 
β < ∞ a.e. easily imply the required inequalities αI A βI . 
Definition 5.11. A window Weyl–Heisenberg frame is a Weyl–Heisenberg frame {MkbTmag:
m,k ∈ Z} whose frame operator is of the form UMwU−1 where Mw is a multiplication operator
on L2(R) and U is a unitary operator on L2(R) that commutes with Ta and Mb.
Theorem 5.12. A window operator is a window Weyl–Heisenberg frame operator. More gener-
ally, if A is a window operator with window parameter a > 0 and if U is a unitary operator on
L2(R) that commutes with Ta and Mb for some b > 0 with ab < 1, then UAU−1 is a window
Weyl–Heisenberg frame operator. Conversely, every window Weyl–Heisenberg frame operator is
of this form.
Proof. Proposition 5.8 shows that a window operator is a window Weyl–Heisenberg frame op-
erator.
If U is a unitary operator on L2(R) that commutes with Ta and Mb , then
{UMkbTmag: m,k ∈ Z} = {MkbTmaUg: m,k ∈ Z}
is a window Weyl–Heisenberg frame with frame operator UAU−1 = UMwU−1.
Conversely, the frame operator of a special Weyl–Heisenberg frame {MkbTmag: m,k ∈ Z} is,
by definition, of the form S = UMwU−1 where U is a unitary that commutes with Ta and Mb .
Since both S and U commute with Ta , so does Mw . This implies that a is a period of w, and Mw
is a window operator. 
A Weyl–Heisenberg frame operator may or may not be a window operator.
Examples 5.13. (i) If b > 0, then note that V := T−b−1 ∈ A′a,b , VAV ∗ is again a window operator
and VAV ∗f = Tb−1w.f , f ∈ L2(R).
(ii) Take V = 2I + T−b−1 ∈ A′a,b . Then V is invertible and VAV ∗ is a Weyl–Heisenberg
frame operator. But it is not a window operator:
VAV ∗f (t) = 2w(t){2f (t) + f (t − b−1)}+ w(t + b−1){2f (t + b−1)+ f (t)}.
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We now come to a class of operators more general than Weyl–Heisenberg frame operators.
To introduce this class, we need the concepts of generalised translations and generalised modu-
lations. These are defined below.
Definition 6.1. An operator on a separable Hilbert space H of the form T Ua := UTaU−1, where
U : L2(R) → H is unitary, a ∈ R, and Ta is the translation operator on L2(R), is called a gen-
eralised translation operator. In the same way, an operator on H of the form MUb := UMbU−1,
b ∈ R, is called a generalised modulation operator.
Lemma 6.2. With notation as above, (T Ua )n = T Una and (MUb )n = MUnb for n ∈ Z.
Proof. (T Ua )−1 = T U−a and (MUb )−1 = MU−b . The lemma now follows by induction. 
The general class of operators that was mentioned earlier is defined as follows.
Definition 6.3. Let (X,μ) be a measure space. An operator A on L2(X,μ) is called a generalised
window operator if it is of the form Af = wf , where
(i) w is a positive, invertible function in L∞(X,μ);
(ii) there is a unitary operator U : L2(R) → L2(X,μ) such that
(a) T Ua A = AT Ua ,
(b) MUb A = AMUb ,
for some a, b > 0 with ab < 1.
Examples 6.4. 1. A window operator on L2(R) with window parameter a is a generalised win-
dow operator with U = I for any b > 0 with ab < 1.
2. If F denotes the Fourier transform on L2(R), it is easy to see that FTaF−1 = Ma and
FMbF−1 = T−b . Then for a, b > 0 and window operator A = Mw we have FTaF−1Af =
Mawf , AFTaF−1f = wMaf and FMbF−1Af = T−b(wf ), AFMbF−1f = w.Tbf . Thus if
A = Mw is a window operator with b as a period of w and ab < 1, then A is a generalised
window operator with U = F .
Lemma 6.5. A generalised window operator A is a positive, invertible operator with αI 
A βI .
Proof. Same as for a window operator. 
The introduction of generalised translations and generalised modulations leads to the defini-
tion of generalised Weyl–Heisenberg frames.
Definition 6.6. A generalised Weyl–Heisenberg frame in L2(X,μ) is a frame of the form
{MUkbT Umaψ : m,k ∈ Z} where ψ ∈ L2(X,μ), U : L2(R) → L2(X,μ) is unitary and T Uma and
MUkb are, respectively, generalised translations and generalised modulations.
Remark 6.7. Every Weyl–Heisenberg frame is a generalised Weyl–Heisenberg frame on L2(R).
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m,k ∈ Z}. Then S commutes with T Uma and MUkb for all m,k ∈ Z.
Proof. Observe that {U−1(MkbTmaψ): m,k ∈ Z} = {MkbTmaU−1ψ : m,k ∈ Z} is a Weyl–
Heisenberg frame in L2(R) and its frame operator S′ = U−1SU commutes with Tma and Mkb .
Thus
ST Uma = US′TmaU−1 = UTmaS′U−1 = UTmaU−1S = T UmaS.
Similarly SMUkb = MUkbS. 
The stage is now set for the characterisation of frame operators of generalised Weyl–
Heisenberg frames in terms of generalised window operators.
Theorem 6.9. An operator on L2(R) is a generalised Weyl–Heisenberg frame operator if and
only if it is unitarily equivalent to a generalised window operator.
Proof. Let A be a generalised window operator with associated w ∈ L∞(R), a, b > 0, ab < 1
and generalised translations and modulations T Ua and MUb . Let B be the (invertible) positive
square root of A. Since A commutes with T Uma and MUkb , so does B .
Now, there is a g ∈ L2(R) such that {MkbTmag: m,k ∈ Z} is a normalised tight Weyl–
Heisenberg frame (with identity as the frame operator). Then
{UMkbTmag: m,k ∈ Z} = {MkbTmaUg: m,k ∈ Z}
is also a frame. The corresponding frame operator is UIU∗ = I .
Again,
{
BMUkbT
U
maUg: m,k ∈ Z
}= {MUkbT UmaBUg: m,k ∈ Z
}
is a generalised Weyl–Heisenberg frame with frame operator BIB∗ = B2 = A. So, A is a gener-
alised Weyl–Heisenberg frame operator. We have proved that every generalised window operator
is a generalised Weyl–Heisenberg frame operator.
Next, suppose C is unitarily equivalent to A,C = VAV −1 where A is as above and
V :L2(R) → L2(X,μ) is unitary. Then V T UmaV −1 = WTmaW−1 and VMUkbV −1 = WMkbW−1,
where W = VU : L2(R) → L2(X,μ) is unitary. So
{
VMUkbT
U
maBUg: m,k ∈ Z
}= {WMkbTmaW−1(V BUg): m,k ∈ Z}
is a generalised Weyl–Heisenberg frame in L2(X,μ) with frame operator VAV −1 = C. Hence,
C is a generalised Weyl–Heisenberg frame operator and the proof of one part of the theorem is
complete.
Conversely, let S be the frame operator of a generalised Weyl–Heisenberg frame {MUkbT Umag:
m,k ∈ Z} in L2(R). By the spectral theorem, S is unitarily equivalent to a multiplication operator
on some L2(X,μ): S = V −1MwV where V : L2(R) → L2(X,μ) is unitary and w ∈ L∞(X,μ).
It thus suffices to show that Mw is a generalised window operator.
Since S is a positive invertible operator, so is Mw . If 0 < α  β < ∞ are the frame bounds for
the frame {MUkbT Umag: m,k ∈ Z} then αI  S  βI . But then αI Mw  βI or Mw  βI and
Mw−1  α−1I . This implies ‖w‖∞  β and ‖w−1‖∞  α−1. Thus we may take α  w(t) β
a.e. Further W = VU : L2(R) → L2(X,μ) is unitary and
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W
ma = V SV −1VUTmaU−1V −1
= V ST UmaV −1
= V T UmaSV −1
= VUTmaU−1V −1M − wVV −1
= WTmaW−1Mw
= T WmaMw.
Similarly, MwMWkb = MWkbMw . Thus S is unitarily equivalent to a generalised window operator
and the proof is complete. 
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